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The roots of Appalachia's economic dependency go back two centuries

beyond the New Deal of the 1930s--back to the region's first white

settlers in the 1730s. As Robert D. Mitchell mentions in Commer-

cialism and Frontifir, Appalachia's export-oriented production has

been dependent on outside markets, and on outside investment money,

from its first inception in .he Shenandoah Valley of the 1730s.
1

No such iependence, of course, characterized production within

the region for use within the region. But we should bear in mind

that neither family self-sufficiency, local self-sufficiency, nor

regional self-sufficiency were common ideals among early settlers.

It is only in hindsight--only since the 1930s' re-thinking of neo-

classical economics--that export-oriented "development" has been

seen as helping to impoverish many of the world's exporters. 2

No, it was not a commitment to avoid a "stanles ex-)ort" syndrome

that characterized the economic values of Appalachia's early settlers,

but rather a commitment to achieve what was called a "7:ompetency"--

which meant enough productive property to allow one's family to

maintain a comfortable living standard howevei that might be main-

tained. If production for export out of the region did help to sus-

tain a competency (through the money or the in-kind Payments received

in exchange) then nothing in most pioneers' economic values prescribed

the least hesitation to produce for export out of the region. 3

And indeed, under preindustrial conditions (prior, that is, to

industrialization anywhere in the United States) dependence on outsLde

markets, and even on outside financing, was not likely to cause im-

rJverishment. But after industrialization elsewhere in the U.S. led

to far higher productivity out-ide Al7alachia than within A.7palachia

3
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in turning out many of the products c:onsumed inside Appalachia, then

what followed was "unequal exchange." What's unequal in "unequal ex-

change" is the amount of time and work required to produce the same

unit of economic value--the same generic axe, for instance, or an

equivalent bushel of corn. Since more worktime was required to pro-

duce equivalent economic value in ApPalachia than in the industrial

centers, Appalachia's market-oriented labor was thereby cheapened in

economic value. And that entailed not only vage workers in Appalachia

receiving lower wages but also a cheapening of the value of the self-

employed labor which went into producing axes or corn for local

markets. When axes from the North got cheaper, Appalachian craftspeople

had to sell their axes cheaper (or fail to sell them).

There nonetheless still remained two possible ways for Appala-

chia's people to avoid impoverishment. One way was for Appalachia to

become a financial center. This emphatically did not occur, however.

The other way to avoid impoverishment was for Appalachia's people to

maintain their "competencies"--to keep their family farms of sufficient

size to sustain themselves in comfort through a mixture of self-

sufficiency and exchanges within local networks.

But unfortunately (from the perspective of maintaining competency)

during the pioneer era of abundant land it had become customary for

Appalachia's farmers to practice partible inheritance--that is, to

divide their holdings among all 'heir heirs or, at the least, among

all their malP heirs. Thi- worked more or less satisfactorily so long

as there remained new frontier areas in which the surplus population

could re-settle. But after vast new farming frontiers ceased to open,

family f..rms were often not maintainEri large enough to support a com-

petency.

Household economics--the economics of competency--lost some of

4
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its households due simply to changing cultural mores--a hankering

for store-bought goods. Many other households, however, tried to

maintain their competencies and yet failed. The': tended to produce

many children to help with the farmwork, and those children in turn

became adults who also produced large families to carry out the many

chores. Only vast new farming frontiers could provide all the new

cImpetencies this pattern demanded, and such frontiers ceased to open

by the 1890s. It was no coincidence that this was also when local

products were massively driven out of local markets throughout the

U.S. by competing products (both agricultural and manufactured) which

were mass produced in the North and the Midwest. By this time, those

farmers who could neither mass produce food nor supply speciality

markets were well advised to maintain as much self-sufficiency as

possible.

Recer4.1y in Appalachian Studies a few economic analyses have

emphasized the pitfalls of export-oriented resource extraction, but

of course this by its nature is an exercise in marcoeconomics.4 Mean-

while, most social analyses have been quite "micr ," Appalachian

social analyses have emphasized family and neighborhood social mores

and organization. And since the region's traditional ideology has

enjoined patriarchy, evidence of de facto matriarchy (or we might call

a temporary matriarchy) has not been pondered as it cleserves to be.

If, at any time during the first three decades of this century,

one had toured the purely agricultural sections of Appalar!hia, one

would have found region's preindustrial way of life apparently in

full swing. And yet many men in their prime years would have been

absent, for in many cases they were working out in mines, logging

camps, etc. ''Iomen were often running the I,ome p1ace(2--women usually

in their own prime years who were supervising their family's subsis-

5
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te ze farming and looking after elders as well as children in the

process.5 What this amounted to in macro terms was a process whereby

subsistence farming subsidized the industrialization of Appalachia

by furnishing much of the income (non-monetized income, this was)

which supported the families of industrial workers.

Permit me a disclaimer at this point. When I say that subsistence

farming often "subsidized" Appalachia's industrialization, I am not

talking about exploitation. Exploitation has no place in my analysis.

It's not a term of reference for me. But subsistence farming "subsi-

dized" Appalachia's industrialization by allowfmg many industrial

operations to compete successfully in markets which they could not have

entered had their wage costs been as high as their competitors' wage

costs. To say this is not really the same as saying that industrialists

or investors "appropriated" value created outside the market system

by the families of workers. And I emphasize this because I believe

that using "exploitation,","appropriation," and some other Marxist

categories of analysis might tend to conceal our Present-day option

of making constructive use of non-market eccnomics--a subject to

which I'm coming. Granted that many coal operators, timber barons,

did get richer because their workers were subsidized outside

of market relations--but meanwhile, from the perspective of many workers,it

wasthe industrial pay that was serving as a subsidy. Industrial pay

was subsidizing their status as independent landowners by plugging

gaps in their "competency" which had been opened by farm sub-division,

by partible inheritance.

And where--you may start mondering--where does government aid fit

into this story. Well, long before the New Deal initiated airect

federal aid to some of A-palachia's people, federal aid to Midwester-

ners in the form of homestead and railroad land grants helped in-

6
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directly to impoverish Appalachia's people by hastening the exclusion of

their farm and shop products from even their ovn local markets (not to

mention markets outside the region). The immense production of food on

federally-granted land west of the Mississippi River tended to make

farming less profitable for everyone in the country who was already

farming. Before the Midwest opened, all evidence indicates that Appala-

chia marketed a larger percentage of its food output than it was able to

market after the Midwest's cheap food exports began invading Appalachia's

stores.
6

After the mechanization of the Midwest's export-oriented

farming, and then within Appalachia the creation of extractive industries

to export coal and timber, etc., most of Appalachia's remaining fuil-time

farmers continued no less dependent than they had always been on their

local non-market exchanges--their local networks of voluntary reciprocity

that Mary Beth Pudup has called an "informal economy" and that I call

"subsistence-barter-and-borrow systems." [See Figure.] Even most wage-

earning families continued subsistence farming on the side. 7

How, then, did the New Deal's relief payments interact with this situa-

tion within Appalachia. First, the relief 'payments made to APpalachia's

unemployed and underemployed miners, and other wage workers, were absolu-

tely necessary--for wage workers were obviously dependent on money income

for their livelihoods. But full-time subsistence farmers--to the extent

that they still maintained a competency (often a very large extent)--were

not dependent on money income except for their land taxes, which were low.

Nonetheless, their low money income could qualify them for New Deal relief

even if their landholdings and other m-oductivc ascets had substantialvalue.

After the initial New Deal relief payments, many of Appalachia's farm

people did not reapply for them but yet continued to receive relief checks.

Tn April 19314 West Virginia's head relief administrator admitted to

Harry Hopkins that local relief workers in "some counties have not

investigateu in six months. They keep sending checks week after week

8
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to the same people."
8

A month later that adr.nistratol. warned West

Virginia's relief personnel that thousands of dollars were being dis-

persed unnecessarily. "One rural county," he told them, "with 1000

relief cases on April 1st 11934] which had been receiving relief for

many months, found on the 20th of April that less than 300 of them had

reapplied for relief"--leading the administrator to lament that "a

tremendous amount of Public funds had been utterly wasted" and in the

process "many people paupe. ized thereby.9

Unfortunately the admistrator did not identify the county to

which he was referring,but I suspect it may well have been my home

county,West Virginia's LincOln County. This was (and remains) a

predominantly agricultural rather than industrial county. Indeed,

the proportion of the population placed on relief (although not neces-

sarily the size of their relief payments) stood highest often in thc

least industrial of Appalachia's counties. Already by July 1933, twelve

West Virginiacounties had seen over L45 percent of their households

placed on relief, but only four of those counties had even 30 percent

of their workforce in mining, whereas nine of them had at least 30

percent of their workers classified as agricultural. :lest Virzinia's

Lincoln County, for instance, with 81= percent of its households on

relief as of July 1933, had a workforce classified as 60 percent

agricultural.

The amounts of relief payments then leapt enormously during the

winter 1933-1934 work relief projects of the Civilian Works Adminis-

tration. After that outlay ended in the srring of 1934, Lincoln

County's head relief administrator allowed hundreds of ineligible

households to be reinstated on non-work relief. During the summer

of 1934 that administrator was fired and the rolls were cut back

30 percent, but, as of June 1935, 4h.5 percent of Lincoln County's

9
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households were st311 receiving relief.

By that time, Wayne Uounty (next door to Lincoln) had succeeded

Lincoln as West Virginia's county with the highest Percentage of

households on relief (47 percent, and receiving about :215 a month on

average). Wayne County's workforce was classified as 45 percent

agricultural. Lincoln County, with 44.5 percent of its workers on

relief (averaging $9.70 a month) was as we've seen 60 percent agri-

cultural. And Calhoun, the third-ran?-ing county with 42.5 percent

of its households on relief (averaging *12 a month) was 65 percent

agricultural. (And it would take over ::'100 now to buy %hat ::12 bought then.)

Official indifference toward the region's low-money economic

networks can be surmised from official reports. Of Wayne County, an

October 1934 report asserted that the percentage of local residents

on relief "will probably run high until such time as constructive

social planning makes possible the absorrtion of the population into

self-supporting activities.10 While waiting for such planned "self-

supporting activities, however, some people were being weaned by

relief payments from thef.r customary self-supporting activities which

were not denominated in money and thus were not necesFarily noticed

by relief officials.

For some few farm famines, admittedly, an increased money income

could underwrite self-help. At the well-funded level of the Rural

Rehabilitation program, for example, federal aid did often improve

farm families' long-term economic security and living standard. But

Rural Rehabilitation involved large outlays of supervised credit for

each family involved, and thus it could reach only a few thousand

farm families per state. 11

One of the macroeconomic regional results of massi-re frderal

aid was an increase in Appalachia's import surplus. Theoretically,

i f 1
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relief funds were not all federally provided but included a signifi-

cant contribution of state and local matching funds. Appalachian

states, however, contributed far less in state and local matching

funds than most states. From March 1933 through the end of 1937,

$183 billion was dispensed in West Virginia for relief--which in

today's values would tran=late to over $1.5 billion. This outlay

was divided among ordinary relief, work relief, the Civilian Conser-

vation Corps, the National Youth Administration, Rural Rehabilitation

programs, etc. And 87 percent of it was contributed by the federal

govnnment. Meanwhile, in the six other states that encompassed

Appalachian sections, the federal contribution averaged still higher,

89 perctnt. But in the rest of the U.S. the federal contribution

averaged much lower, below 72 percent.
12

Not only WaS Appalachia's import surplus soaring but, ominously,

by 1935 social workers in the lountain region were finding that (as

one report put it) "most employers will not hire persons who have

been on relief for extended periods." 13
And in May 1935 the demoral-

izing effects nationwide of unearned relief payments inspired the

aoosevelt Administration tc phese out unearned federal rPliPf and to

institute the Works Progress Administration (WFA). This was sound

psychology, for subsequent studies have demonstrated that (in the

words of one study) "charity wounds him who receives."
14

But in

macroeconomic Perspective, the WPA's work relief continued (indePd

ha;tened with its far higher payments) the rise of Appalachia's im-

port surplus. And it also hastened another trend--the erosion of

of the mountains' low-money "informal economy," the region's "subsistence-

barter-and-borrow" networks. [See Figured Tu full-time mountain

farmers who often had little need for money, the WPA paid wages as

high as it paid to anyone else--30 cents an hour until June 1936

1 1
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and forty cents an hour thereafter. 15 Although rural WPA 1

were allowed only fifteen hours of work per week (whereas 1

employees were allowed twenty-four hours per week) nonethe:

hours a week at forty cents an hour yielded ''26 a month.

imcome was supplemented by a further .i'25 a month (the minin

by families with a son in the Civilibm Conservation Corps)

of .(!'51 a month would have been equivalent in today's value !

l!'433 a month.

Please don't suppose that I begrud6. ths,se peoplr, that

point is that such relief payments, if made to full-time n

were often not serving as compensation for a shortfall in 1

competency but rather were tending to create a shortfall il

competency. Although many mountaineers admittedly remember

foundness, others do not. Claude Dillon of the Marrowbone

neighborhood of Mingo County, West Virginia, came to feel 1

public works pl.ograms that were prescribed to put people tc

simply took them away from farm life, took them away from 1

sufficient way to do things."
16

And a storekeeper in Lino(

es-, Virginia, reflected later that "it was the WPA that sl

farming on its downhill path all around here. The NFA paic

to work on the roads, and work on this and that, till they

counting on that money and neglecting their land."17

By 1942, when nine years of government aid terminated,

farm families found they had grown quite dependent on regu]

income. Many of these farm families then followed the trai

government largess and took defense-related jobs outside I
From 19h0 to 1960, 1,et migraticn from the Appalachian regic

1,700,000 people--which was 31.5 nercent of the region's 1S

18lation.

12
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Now, it wouldbepite easy to make a case that the American

economy had exploited these people more when their liveS wcre centered at

their mountain tams than it was able to exploit them later when they had

left Appalachia and when thus their employers had to pay them a better

wage, a more nearly family-supporting wage. DLit let me point out that to be

lass exploited is not necessarily to be better off. How gladly did

tnese people undergo the transformation of their way of life? How

willingly did they abandon a way of life suffused with voluntary

reciprocity in economic relations and enter a way of life virtually de-

void of voluntary reciprocity, a life mediated instead by bindirj

contracts?

In any -ase, the question is not whether to applaud or condemn the

New Deal but how to analyze it (along with the rest of Appalachia's

past) in such a way as to gain insights applicable to our own situz.tion

today. Today our national economic priority should be, I believe, Jo

minimize our horrendously tloated production of U.S. dollars--which

at an alarming rate a,.e flowing out into the hands of foreigners who

can use them to buy up productive assets within the United States.

minimize the production of dollars will require that a large

mtage of intra-O.S. economic exchanges be de-monetized, or at

least de-dollarized. But the question then becomes how exchanges

within the U.S. should be de-dollarized. Is it necessary that some

!e10/ cornoratist vision of "America, Inc." be nropagated in the snirit

of Louis Kelso?19 Or can a significant portion of our intra-U.S.

exchanges be de-dollarized through a revival of voluntary reciprocity--

of the kind of voluntary reciprocity that pervaded rural America

before the 1,rentieth century and which still remains common in much

of Appalachia.

The contrast between the New Deal and what we now need to do is

13
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twofold. First, wa should be thinking now about grassroots economic

development rather than primarily (like the New Deal) about reviving

U.S. markets for major U.S. commodities. The problem now isn't simnly

to get purchasing power into American communities but also to get

competitive products to come out of American communities. One of the

main ways the N.,,w Deal injected purchasing power into American communities

was through public works projects--and we should not dismiss public

works as necessarily contradictory to getting competitive products

out of American communities. But, on a cautionary note, listen to

these thoteghts from E. F. Schumacher's 1973 book Small Is Beautiful:

Poverty means that markets are small and there is very little

free purchasing power. All the purchasing power that exists

already,is, as it were, bespoken, and if I start a new Produc-

tion of, say, sandals or shoes in a poor area, my fellow suf-

ferers in the area will not have any money to buy the shoes when

I have made them. Production is sometimes easier to start than

it is to find markets, and then, of course, we get very quickly

the advice to produce for export, because exports are mainly for

rich countries and their purchasing Power is plentiful.2°

Where Schumacher writes "rich countries" here, we can make his point

relevant to the Appalachian situation by thinking of "rich regions"

which possess plentiful purchasing power. But rather than assuming

that Appalachia must produce for export only what rich regions want

from us, there does exist an alternative means of starting to builci

up Appalachia's own internal purchasing power--and this means is

public works of the New Deal sort. Regarding this Schumacher says:

If you can get new purchasing nower into a rural community by

way of a Public works programme financed from outside, see to

it that the fullest possiblg use is made of the "multinlier

effect." The people employed on the public works want to snend

1 4
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their wages on "wages goods", that is to say, consumers' goods

of all kinds. If these wages goods can be locally produced, the

new purcha.sing power made available through the public works

programme does not seep away but goes on circulating in the

local market, and the total employment effect could be pro-

digious.
21

All well and good, but how can a local "multiplier effect" be estab-

lished and maintained? Schumacher Points out that

if I start new production in a poor country iread"region'] there

can be no local market for my products unless I divert the flow

of purchasing power from some other product to mine. A dozen

different productions should all be started together: then for

every one of the twelve producers the other eleTen wculd be his

market. There would be additional purchasing power to absorb

the additional output. But it is extremely difficult to start

many activities at once. 22

Yes, it is difficult to start many activities at once. In fact, to

do this in a poor area like Appalachia might well require de-dollarizing a

lot of how we think about "Purchasing power" within the region. To do

what's needed--to start many activities at once--may well require

using monies-nf-account rather than dollars for a lot of our intra-

Appalachian economic exchanges.

Back in 1933, when the Tennessee Valley Authority was created,

the TVA's first chairman, Arthur Morgan, put his mind to this challange

in its particular Appalachian context-. Here are some of Morgan's re-

flections from a famous speech he delivered at the University of

Tennessee in Knoxville in November 1933. Like F. Schumacher forty

yearc later, Arthur Morgar used shoes to help 411ustrate his idea:

Suppose you want to build and operate a shoe factory in

some part of this region, And in another town, furniture, in

another clothes, etc. You might think, "We have people here

15
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doing nothing, and they might as well be producing; they might

as well be making their own goods, lifting themselves out of the

economic depression. If we can make shoes, we can wear more shoes;

we can make shoes for each other; and so with other goods which we

go without now. We can have our own economy in our little world."

But suppose the ,:loe dealer starts to make shoes; suppose

he wants to sell them ever where the furniture is made; the trouble

is that he is not a part of the existing industrial organization;

his shoes have to go back to the jobber; but the jobber already

has his arrangements with a blg St. Louis manufacturer, so when

you buy shoes at the local store in the community where furniture

is made, you find they are frol S-:Lnuis and not from the nearby
community. And the furniture dealer also has to go through the

ordered channels, through the wholesaler, who is connected with

the big factories; and so in the shoe town he is squeezed out.

Because of these deeply worn channels of trade, nearly all leading

into and out of the big business and industrial centers, it seems

necessary to set up a new economy if ge are to deal with ourselves

and for ourselves. When we talk of bqlancing agriculture and

industry by making things which can be consumed in this country,

when we talk about having the people consume what they produce,

we run into these difficulties. There are no roads goiag our way.

What is the answer to that sittlation? Does it mean that this

region must always continue to be a vassal of the big centers?

Is there any other answer?

No single answer will do. I do not think starting a local

shoe factory, trying to serve the neighbors with shoes, will d3
if it is done alone. I do not think ail, furniture factory for

local consumption is goiAg to do a satisfactory business alone.

Either the Product will co into the channels of trade and when

the furniture gets back here it will have 50% to 75% overhead

added and it will be crowded out by the products of big industry,

or else we shall have to c:7eate channels for ourselves. I t''.nk

It is not impossible to create new channels.

I believe that to a certain limited degree this region might
well set up its own local economy. It can produce its own goods

and deal with itself. But if a region is going to build up a new

economy by making things it needs at home, it will in a limited

6
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sense have to build up a whole economy and not a fragment of an

economy. If I were going to build up a whole economy, it would

be somewhat in the following manner:

I would build, a cooperative of some sort. I would have a

central Purchasing organization, a central sales organization,

a distributing organization, and I think I'd have that cooperativ3

organization have its own tokens of credit,--a sort of local money.

If a local shoe manufacturer should sell shoes to a coopera-

tive, he would get cooperative money, not United States money,

at least for part of his payment. The same would be true of the

clothing manufacturer, and of all the others. If a man should

go to buy shoes he could use this kind of local money in which the

shoes were paid for. That money would not be good at a distance,

and so those who sell things for home consumption could be Paid

only by buying other things made for home consumptL.on. In that

way home shoes would in some degree outlaw St. Louis shoes.

I would have everybody who was producing for home consumption

as a part of this cooperative paid at least in Part in the money

of the cooperative, so there would be a kind of money that wolld

buy the things we made ourselves but not buy the things outsiders

make. In that way we would be compelled to buy from each other.

Not all business would be done this way. Legal money would also

be necessary. I believe this compulsion to buy from each other

may be necessary in order to break across the deep worn channels

of trade which all lead into and out of the great commercial

centers. Such compulsion would be better than the present com-

pulsion of sitting at home in idleness, buying nothing because we

have not ng to sell.

As I nink it over, I believe it is going to be almost neces-

sary to have that element of local exchange, because otherwise,

after your shoe manufacturer has made shoes and has turned them

in to the Cooperative 4ile will get money for them and will buy

Grand Rapids furniture; and the furniture manufacturer, after he

has made furniture, unless he were paid in credits good only for

home products he would buy his 7.hoes from the St. Louis trade and

not the local shoes. Soon the local money would be gone, local

goods would be unsold, local factories closed, and every one

idle and unable to buy.
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Now whether this thing can be done, I do not know. But if

we are going to build up a loc;a1 economy, if we are going to be

somewhat independent of mass production, I believe we are going

to have to go all the way and develop our own tokens of local

credit, as well as our own distributing center, our own pur-

chasing center, and our own credi system that will make the

exchange.
23

The New Deal did not make use of Arthur Morgan's suggestions along

this line, and in fact he later traced his eventual ouster from the
24

TVA partly to this 1933 sr3ech. I quote the speech at such length

becausE of its obvious relevance to the Problems which still confront

Appalachia almost sixty years after Y.organ spoke. One bright spot

among our present options is that computers have probably eliminated

any need to issue a local currency in order to conduct local economic

exchanges. In vail_ous Parts of the U.S. and Canada, membership groups

which call themselves Local Economic Trading Systems (1,7:TS) are oper-

ating now like non-money banks which record their members' deposits

that take the form not of money but of labor and goods provided to

other members. Withdrawals then take the form of labor and goods

received from fellow members. The groups generally expand only to

about 200 members, including individuals and households. The members

receive monthly statements in the form of computer printouts which

report their non-money deposits and withdrawals during the previous

month, along with their running balance. Such systems are now functioning

also in some cities under the name of "Service Credits" for hospital/health

volunteers, whose hours of service earn them the right to that many

hours of received help when and if they themselves need help.25

All such arrangements help to minimize the number of dollars

needed for economic exchanges within the U.S. The model for such volun-

tary reciprocity is the informal, non-monetized networking which helped

to subsidize America's initial industrialization and which we need

1 8
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now to revive if we are to regain our local, regional, and national

solvency in an increasingly competitive world.

1 9
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